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T H I N G S  Y O U  

S H O U L D  

K N O W :  

 
California 

Strawberries will be 
limited this week 

due to rain over the 
weekend 

 
 

Red and green 
grapes still 

extremely limited 
 
 

Avocado size 48 
are remain limited 

in availability  
 
 

Bananas are limited 
due to weather in 
the growing area 
the last 6 months. 
Look for supplies 

to be limited for the 
next few months if 
not longer. See last 

page for more 
detail 

 
 Weather in growing 

areas: Weather is 
seasonal in most 

growing areas with 
temperatures 

cooler and some 
scattered rain in the 

Northern growing 
areas 

 
 

 
 

 

Freight: Mike McIntire 
Trucks in California will be steady this week but 
rates are increasing due to higher fuel costs. 
Washington, Eastern, and Western Idaho trucks 
remain steady as well. Crude oil remains over 
100.00 dollars per barrel and is 106.79. The 
National Average was 4.142 per gallon last week 
and should be steady again this week.   

Weather: 
High pressure ridge builds behind the exiting storm system out West, bringing 
a brief warm up in front of another series of storm systems expected to bring 
cooler temperatures and a chance of rain to the northern regions (Salinas) 
mid-week and over the weekend. These systems are expected to bring winds 
and a slight cool down but no precipitation to the late season desert fields with 
a chance of rain expected in Southern California over the weekend. Field 
assessments will be ongoing this week in the numerous districts following 
these systems. With more storms lined up to impact California over the next 
week or so accurate assessments will be difficult.   
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Commodity Updates  

APPLES/PEARS John Tole 
New York still has Cortlands, Macs, Empires, 
Rome’s, Golden delicious, and Red delicious.  
All varieties are slightly higher with very limited 
supplies of smaller fruit.  Michigan has finished 
for the season.  Washington Red delicious is 
heavy to 88/100’s with higher color.  Lower 
grade red availability is still decent.  Golden are 
also heavy to 88/100’s and the higher grades. 
The availability of lower grade Golden’s is also 
better right now.  Granny-Smiths are also 
peaking on the higher grades and the 88/100 
sizes.  Galas are still producing mostly 88’s 
and smaller and the higher grades but are very 
limited.  Cameos, Pink Lady’s, Jonagolds, 
Fuji’s, Braeburns and a few other varietals are 
still available but supplies are lighter.  Many 
shippers still have clean-up deals on some 
varietals. D ‘Anjou pears continue to peak on 
the US#1 grade and are evenly spread across 
the size spectrum.  Washington Bosc pears are 
peaking on 100’s and smaller and the 
availability is good. Most suppliers are 
discounting on volume Bosc orders. Red 
D’Anjou and Stark Crimson Red Pears are also 
still available but we are approaching the end 
of their season.  
 
ASPARAGUS Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco  
This market is firm to start the week.  Supplies 
out of Mexico continue to be ample to fill all 
orders. Small, standard, and large sizing are all 
available. Jumbo sizing has pretty good 
numbers as well. Product from Peru is also 
available. This product can be loaded in LA or 
Florida if desired.  
 
AVOCADO Tim Kelley 
Mexican supplies are decent, but not enough 
supply on 48’s at this time. Maturity and flavor 
are excellent. California fruit harvest continues 
to increase weekly with improving maturity, 
flavor and oil content. Chile’s volume will 
continue its decline weekly as their season 
comes to an end. Great demand is driving the 
avocado market and pricing. 
  
BELL PEPPERS Jaime Contreras 
Western: Green Bells and Colored Bells:    
Green bell market is unsettled as supplies are 
increasing but, continuing light supplies on 
fancy large sized green bell pepper.  Adequate 
supplies on choice and small fruit. Colored bell 
pricing is unsettled.   Light supplies on fancy La 

Commodity Quality Market 

Apples Excellent Steady 

Asparagus Good Steady 

Avocado (Mexican) Excellent Higher 

Avocado (California) Excellent Higher 
Bell Peppers 
(Western) 

Good Steady 

Bell Pepper (Eastern) Good Steady 

Berries: Strawberries Good       Higher 

Berries: Raspberries Good       Higher 

Berries: Blackberries Good       Higher 

Berries: Blueberries Good       Higher 

Broccoli Good Steady 

Carrots Good Steady 

Cauliflower Fair Steady 

Celery Good Lower 

Citrus: Lemons Good Steady 

Citrus: Oranges Good Higher 

Cucumbers (Western) Good Steady 

Cucumbers (Eastern) Good Steady 

Eggplant Good Steady 

Red Grapes Fair Higher 

Green Onions Fair Steady 

Lettuce: Leaf Fair Steady 

Lettuce: Iceberg Fair Steady 

Melons: Cantaloupe Excellent Steady 

Melons: Honeydew Excellent Lower 

Onions Excellent       Higher 

Pears Excellent 
Steady 

 
Potatoes Good        Steady 

Squash (Western) Good Steady 

Squash (Eastern) Good steady 

Stone Fruit Good  Higher 

Tomatoes (Western) Good       Steady 

Tomatoes (Eastern) Fair Steady 

Watermelon Good Steady 
 

  
    
 

Commodities at a glance… 
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Rouge variety colored bells.  Hot house colored 
bells are experiencing better movement and 
availability. Gold bells higher markets lighter 
supplies and will continue until other districts 
come online. 
Eastern Bells: Janine Baird  
New pepper fields have begun which means off 
grade pepper will be less available with the 
exception of some of the older field pepper.  
Markets have decreased sharply over the past 
week, especially on bigger pepper.  We should 
see improved quality over the next week. 
 
BERRIES Mike Gorczyca 
Strawberries: California strawberry growing 
areas received up to 2 inches of rain over the 
weekend. Harvest numbers and quality will 
keep dropping as this week moves on. The 
forecast is calling for a slight warming trend into 
Friday of this week then calling for rain again 
over the weekend. Rain, Rain goes away! This 
will affect supplies for the upcoming Easter pull. 
Quality issues to be aware of this week are 
water soaked berries, bruising, white shoulder 
and sides and light decay. Florida is just about 
done for the season. Supplies are limited with 
fair quality fruit being harvested currently. 
Mainland Mexico strawberry growers are done 
for the season. Market is firm with limited 
supplies. 
Raspberries: Supplies continue to decline as 
Central Mexico growing region continues to 
transition between crops. Supplies will improve 
out of this area in about a month. Oxnard 
production is in the early stages and supplies 
are still light. Supplies out of this area will not 
increase for the next month. Market is firm. 
Blackberries:  Blackberry supplies are starting 
to improve as the next region in Mexico is 
ramping up its volumes. Market is slightly firmer 
with good quality fruit. 
Blueberries:  The blueberry market continues 
to strengthen as supplies tighten up.  Chile 
season is getting close to finishing up over the 
next two weeks. There could be a slight gap as 
we wait for Florida, Georgia and California 
production to ramp up. Pack sizes have 
switched back to predominantly 6oz and 
smaller. Quality is being reported as good. 
Market is firm with good to fair quality currently. 
  
BROCCOLI Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
This market is steady. Most supplies are 

coming from Salinas as Yuma is winding down. 
Phoenix also has production if needed. 
Supplies on crowns have increased compared 
to last week. Demand is moderate at best. 
     
CARROTS Tim Kelley 
California carrot supplies remain good, but the 
cooler weather continues to slow growth. Sizing 
and volumes on the jumbo size carrots are 
continuing to tighten and market is firming. 
 
CAULIFLOWER Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
This market is firm.  Suppliers are moderate in 
Yuma as well as Salinas. The main sizing 
continues to be heaviest to 12 counts. The 
quality continues to be fair in all growing 
regions, with complaints of yellowing, and black 
and brown spotting being reported upon 
arrivals.     
 
CELERY Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
 This market is softer. Demand has fallen off 
and supplies have increased. Oxnard and 
Yuma are the main areas of production on this 
commodity.  The quality is good with no major 
issues to report at this time. The best deals 
available continue to be with the 24 and 30 
counts. 
 
CITRUS Tim Kelley 
Lemons:  Central Valley crop is harvesting and 
the Ventura crop harvest is slow as growers 
are letting fruit gain size. Small fruit is a little 
tight. 
Oranges: The Navels are in full production and 
supplies are good. Size curve is swinging to 
peak sizing on 72’s, 88’s. Smaller sizes are 
getting tight. Quality looks very nice and fruit is 
now full natural color. Pack outs are running 
heavy to fancy grades. 
Limes:  Supplies remain much lighter this 
week as the growers have back off on 
shipments to firm the sagging market price. 
Market remains very strong.  
 
CUCUMBERS  
Western Cucumber:  Jaime Contreras 
Market is on an upward trend in regards to 
FOB’s graded product slightly lighter in 
supplies.   
Eastern Cucumbers: Janine Baird    
Cuke supplies have shortened up over past 
week and could remain tight this week.  
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Offshore cukes have all but finished as quality 
has become poor.  Pricing could possibly 
continue to gain strength into next week as FL 
cukes are expected to remain somewhat light 
in volume.  
 
EGGPLANT 
Western Eggplant: Jaime Contreras 
Market steady to unsettled as production has 
increased slightly.  Still light production on 
fancy fruit and most availability is on choice 
and smaller fruit. 
Eastern Eggplant: Janine Baird 
Few more local (FL) eggs have begun to show 
up.  Better quality should be expected and 
hopefully steady supplies will start over the 
course of the week as well. Still not a 
tremendous amount of volume or acreage yet 
on domestic eggplant. 
 
GRAPES: Amy Grolnick 
Chilean fruit is coming in to both coasts very 
slowly; vessels are selling out on red prior to 
the boat coming into port. Red grapes will 
remain limited as the Chilean season finishes 
up over the next few weeks. Green grapes are 
starting to clean up and with only fair quality 
over the next couple of weeks they may finish 
up early.  
 
GREEN ONIONS Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
This market is steady. There are strong 
supplies coming out of Mexico. This has made 
pricing very competitive.  The quality continues 
to have a few issues with decay upon arrival. 
Pencil sizing will have the best availability. 
Supplies are expected to be good throughout 
the week.  
 
LEAF LETTUCE Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
The entire leaf market is steady like the 
previous week.  Demand continues to be light.  
The main growing area is in Yuma. The 
Thermal area has lightened up in production. 
Supplies out of Santa Maria are light in 
availability. Huron is getting stronger in their 
production numbers. Deals are being offered 
for volume orders so continue to promote as 
much as possible. 
 
LETTUCE Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 
The lettuce market continues on a steady path. 
It should be noted that some suppliers continue 

to attempt to take the market up, but overall, 
deals are being offered. Epidermal peel and 
blister continues to be seen upon arrivals 
sporadically. Lettuce carton weights are 
averaging 44-48 #s. Huron has stronger 
production. Yuma production should continue 
thru the week with some suppliers. 
 
MELONS: Amy Grolnick 
Cantaloupe: Demand continues to exceed 
supplies.  Honduras fruit is coming in with a 
better range of sizes but remains limited on 
availability.  Product is still selling out early on 
what limited small sized fruit is coming in.  
Quality is good and the market is steady.  
Honeydew: Better volume coming in on dews.  
Sizing is still running large on the honeydews 
due to the weather.  Mexican fruit has good 
availability with smaller sized fruit available.  
Quality is good.   
 
ONIONS John Tole 
The northwest is higher again on yellow and 
red onions; in fact many suppliers are pricing 
day-of-shipment.  Reds, Supers, Colossals, 
and medium yellows are the most limited.  
There are still good numbers of jumbo yellows 
in storage and the storage season should go 
through at least mid April.   Mexican Colossal 
and jumbo yellows are steady but supplies are 
limited this week. Texas is starting in a light 
way with mostly yellow only available. Mexican 
reds are very limited. Many of the 
Idaho/Oregon suppliers have finished with their 
own reds and are buying from Washington.  
The yellow quality has been excellent in the 
northwest and fair to good on Mexican product.  
The quality of reds has been good in the 
northwest but has ranged from poor to good on 
Mexican.  White onions remain strong due to 
light domestic supplies and light supplies from 
Mexico.  Much of the Mexican product is still 
being kept in Mexico so expect the strong 
market to continue.  
 
POTATOES John Tole 
Cartons are still short in Idaho but the market 
has stabilized.  Many suppliers still need three 
to four days to cover big quantities though.  
Consumer bags and number-two’s are also 
steady and their availability is better.   
Norkotahs are still more limited than Burbanks. 
Washington potatoes are slightly higher on all 

 

Commodity Updates continued 
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Mississippi River from a destination standpoint, 
except for Roma tomatoes which are still 
getting nationwide distribution.  New fields from 
the shade houses are beginning harvest, 
however, and should continue to produce for 
the next month at least.  
Eastern: With new fields in the 
Immokalee/Naples area of Florida beginning to 
yield, harvests have increased over the last 
week and with less than normal movement at 
destination, prices have continued to drop.  
Quality is excellent and weather has been 
temperate. Reports have the next crop in the 
Palmetto/Ruskin district near Tampa to 
commence picking about the third week of 
April. 
 
WATERMELON: Jaime Contreras 
Markets are on an upward movement in terms 
of FOB’s.  Extreme demand exceeds on s/less 
watermelon. Current availability on Seedless 
watermelons is light and we expect supplies to 
remain at this level for the next few weeks.  
Availability on seeded watermelon is sporadic 
as those growing districts taper off in 
production. 
 
VALUE ADDED Gabe Romero/Mike Pacheco 

  The lettuce supplies are good. The Romaine 
supplies will have no issues with availability.  
Broccoli supplies are better. The cauliflower 
supplies have picked up compared to last 
week’s production. Occasional brown spotting 
has been reported on this commodity.   

  BANANA UPDATE 
We are feeling the effects on supplies of 
bananas being tighter than usual due to 
adverse weather and pest issues that have 
been occurring in all the growing areas since 
late last year, which have continued into this 
year. Supplies are in a demand exceeds supply 
situation.  
 
Ecuador: Adverse weather conditions such as 
rain, flooding, and cloudiness, which have a 
major impact on fruit development and volume. 
 
Costa Rica: Low temperatures and rain the 
end of last year resulted in low-bagged fruit 
ratio for planned fruit harvest the early part of 

sizes and they are still peaking on 80-count.  
Colorado is slightly higher on counts as well.  
They continue to get much of the overflow that 
Idaho cannot cover.  Colorado is peaking on 
80’s and smaller now.  The russet quality has 
been excellent in all areas.  Bakersfield, 
California is still packing whites and reds but 
will finish with its own product this week.  
Bakersfield will start packing desert product the 
last week of March.  Washington & North 
Dakota continue packing reds and golds and 
both areas are heavier to A-size.  Gold supplies 
are limited in both areas though as we 
approach the end of the storage season(s).  
Wisconsin is still packing a few reds and golds 
but they are almost finished.  Idaho is still 
packing reds and golds and they continue to 
peak on A-size.  Quality has been fair to 
excellent Idaho.  Florida continues packing all 
colors and the market is slightly lower on most 
sizes. 
 
SQUASH 
Western Squash: Jaime Contreras    
Market continues unsettled on both Italian and 
yellow straight neck squashes.  Light supplies 
on yellow s/n squash and improving supplies 
on Italian squash; as some older districts run 
their course and/ or cease production.  New 
growing areas have started harvesting better 
supplies on Italian squash still light supplies on 
large fruit but improving.    
Eastern Squash: Janine Baird 
Squash remains tight with pricing holding 
steady maybe even strengthening through the 
front part of next week.  Central Florida should 
start to see picking by the end of the week 
which should provide better quality and better 
volume. 
 
STONE FRUIT Amy Grolnick 
Chilean fruit is available with lesser supplies 
west and east coast on peaches, nectarines, 
plums and cherries.  Black plums have a little 
better availability on the large fruit. 
 
TOMATOES Jay Martini 
Western: There is a wide variance on quality 
of tomato crossings at Nogales, AZ & McAllen, 
TX, and consequently prices are all over the 
board this morning.  It appears that most of the 
product entering the U.S. is staying west of the 
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 this year. Maturity stain and mealy bugs directly 

impacted volumes coming out of this growing 
area. 
 
Colombia: The Santa Marta growing area was 
affected by heavy rains and flooding toward the 
tail end of last year. The Turbo growing region 
is experiencing a drought condition. In both 
cases, production is below last year historical 
low volume.  
 
Honduras/Guatemala: Industry production 
volume is roughly the same as last year, 
however last year volumes were considerably 
lower than normal historical levels. Supplies will 
be limited for the next few months if not longer. 
We will keep you updated as more information 
becomes available.   

  


